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Studying microorganisms directly in situ is challenging for a number of reasons: it is not 39 possible to transport the surfaces to a laboratory for further analysis or perform certain 40 analyses directly, it is not safe to introduce pathogens outside the laboratory and it is difficult 41 to compare different treatments, conditions or surfaces in a systematic and standardized way.
42
Therefore most studies on biofilms are conducted using bacteria collected from environmental 43 biofilms or laboratory strains in laboratory models (Giaouris et al. 2015) . Biofilms produced 44 at the laboratory are more or less relevant for the environments they are meant to mimic, with 45 respect to a range of factors such as materials, microbiota, temperatures, nutrients, sanitation 46 regimes and the dynamics for all these factors. To achieve a more realistic biofilm, some 47 studies use the addition of food residues or organic soiling in the biofilm formation 48 (Chaitiemwong et al. 2014 ; Kuda et al. 2015) . Another approach to make the models more 49 realistic is to place coupons at the site to be studied and allow for a natural biofilm to evolve.
50
The biofilm or attached bacteria can then be investigated in different downstream studies, e.g.
51
cleaning and disinfectant studies and/or examination of the survival/establishment of potential 52 pathogens. This will ideally allow studies on biofilms that are more relevant than those 53 produced using laboratory models. The approach has been used to compare hygienic D r a f t 4 Next generation sequencing (NGS) technology using the 16S rRNA gene as a taxonomic 62 marker is often used to study complex microbial communities. NGS generates enormous 63 amounts of data helping to reveal a more complete picture of the microbiota compared to 64 traditional plating based analyses, which is dependent on growth conditions such as nutrients, 65 atmosphere and temperature. One drawback of DNA based microbiota analysis is however 66 that it does not discriminate between dead and viable bacteria, and this may limit the 67 applicability when studying matrixes with a high proportion of dead bacteria. In many studies 68 the relative amount of dead bacteria is considered insignificant but when working with 69 biofilms subjected to different environmental stress this may not be the case. DNA will give a 70 good overview of the complete microbiota of the biofilm (dead and active) whilst the use of
71
RNA in principle will estimate the current in situ activity of a community, because cellular 72 rRNA concentration is generally well correlated with growth rate and activity (Bremer 1996 ; In this study we aimed to investigate how the microbiota developing on stainless steel 81 coupons placed in domestic kitchen sinks (stainless steel of varying age and condition) for 82 three months compared to the natural microbiota of the kitchen sink surfaces. The samples 83 were collected in a parallel study previously published (Rossvoll et al. 2015 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

92
Experimental design
93
The experimental setup of the steel coupons in the domestic kitchen sinks (stainless steel) has 94 previously been described (Rossvoll et al. 2015) . Briefly, eight volunteers attached three new The surface of the stainless steel coupon was 2 x 6 cm. The volunteers were instructed to use 
Surface sampling and cultivation methods
109
The swabbing and plating were as described previously (Rossvoll et al. 2015) . Briefly, two 110 swabs were used for each coupon/sink area and both swabs were put in the same tube with 3 
133
The samples for RNA extraction were added to tubes containing RNA Protect (Qiagen), 134 vortexed for 5 s, incubated 5 min at room temperature, centrifuged at 5000 g for 10 min, the 135 supernatant was decanted and the pellets was kept at -20°C/-80°C until extraction using the diluted to 2nM, and the MiSeq Protocol provided by Illumina was then followed.
171
The total number of sequences was 18,162,924. The forward and reverse reads were joined 172 using the QIIME toolkit (Caporaso et al. 2010b these, 48% were 'novel' (i.e. not found in the Greengenes database (gg_13_5).
189
Statistical analyses
190
The alpha diversity (observed species) in all kitchens was calculated in QIIME by 100.000
191 rarefactions, and differences between groups were tested using paired t-tests (Minitab 193 bacterial counts were also tested using paired t-tests (Minitab ® ).
194
The differences in microbiota were analyzed by principal component analysis (PCA) and 50- 
Microbiota (NGS)
213
Overall bacterial composition
214
The microbiota across all samples (DNA and RNA, coupons and sink surfaces) was 215 dominated by phylum Proteobacteria (average 54 %), followed by Actinobacteria (34 %), To investigate the variation in bacterial composition between the samples, a beta diversity 236 analysis (weighted-and unweighted unifrac) was performed (QIIME) ( Figure S1 ). This 237 analysis revealed that it was mainly the low abundant bacteria that were responsible for the DNA/RNA (C) (see Table 2 ).
244
The differences between kitchens accounted for the largest variation in the data, both with 245 regard to main effect (38.2%) and interaction with sink surface/coupon (21.8% determine if our isolates represents a threat for safety.
348
As expected, most of the variation in the microbiota was related to different kitchens and not Streptococcaceae) were major taxa in one of the kitchens (no 7) in our study. Further studies 363 are needed to demonstrate the effect of differential usage of the sink.
364
We found the variation in the microbiota on the coupons to be smaller than the variation 
375
There are several studies that have used rRNA to characterize the growing or active microbes,
376
and Blazewicz et al. (Blazewicz et al. 2013) found >100 studies that used rRNA for these 377 purposes, including recent studies using rRNA to identify currently active microbes (e.g. number of cultivable bacteria and, although some differences in the microbiota were 392 observed, the dominating taxa was similar to the NGS result. One must have in mind that only 393 a few isolates were analyzed compared to the high throughput results from the NGS analysis.
394
The plating results are also likely to be influenced by the use of a single culture agar which is detected by plating as previously also reported by Brightwell et al. (Brightwell et al. 2006) .
399
Our study clearly shows that both culture-independent and culture-dependent techniques are 400 important to give the best representations of the microbiota in domestic kitchen sinks.
401
The results presented show that stainless steel coupons are suited to model the active diversity analysis was performed in QIIME. 
